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Covering events, concerts, shows, dance spectacles,
             theatre, fashion, celebrations, comedy, drama, speeches,…?

We deliver live ‘Multi-Camera’ capture for recording, Cam-PTZ-3
             displaying (Vidiwall, beamer or Led-wall) and webstreaming .
             From 1 up to 6 cameras, including 3 HD remote PTZ (presetable robotics).
             As from 2 cameras and a videomixer, a seamless captation is possible.

•  Cam-PTZ-1 Remote HD - on stage, mid-high level/CU’s
•  Cam-PTZ-2 Remote HD - on stage, floor-level/CU’s
•  Cam-PTZ-3 Remote HD - from hall, high/Wide shot stage
•  Cam-MOB-4 Manned HD  - from hall/CU’s stage
•  Cam-PT-5 * Remote ND - from back/drums & audience
•  Cam-PT-6 * Remote ND  - from back/percussion

          Cam-MOB-4
* Optional 3ccd (ND) cameras for backshots of artists and audience (fullscreen
  or PIP). Usable as fixed frame, pan/tilt adjustable or mobile with cameraman.

            Example: 3 HD cameras outside and a mobile stagetruck with 100 m² Ledwall on top  (Brussels, oct. 2015).
                           One PTZ HD camera is fixed on top of a crane at 12 meters height. The mega LED-screen showed
                           the speeches and concert on the stage extremely enlarged, in front of -as was said- 80.000 people.
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Multi-Camera Configurations

Cameras Camera, Functions & Positions Routing & Switching Resulting in a …

1 Cam PTZ or MOB as needed

Direct on-camera
recording
or SDI to Recorder.
One operator

‘One take’-clip, with
fixed or zoom/panned
images, simple or poor
seamless result

2 Cams PTZ for ‘Wide shots’
& PTZ/MOB for ‘CU’s’

SDI-Videomixer,
PTZ-remotecontrol
& Recorder.
One operator

Basic mix with good
and nice seamless
opportunities

3 Cams

PTZ for ‘Wide shots’,
PTZ for ‘Side shots’ (floor/low-
level)
& PTZ/MOB for ‘CU’s’

SDI-Videomixer,
PTZ-remotecontrols
& Recorder.
One operator (MOB is
next to videomixer)

Seamless mix with
added interesting
perspectives from a
single side

4 Cams

PTZ for ‘Wide shots’,
PTZ for ‘Side shots Left
              (floor/low-level)
PTZ for ‘Side shots Right’
              (low/mid-level)
& MOB for ‘CU’s’

SDI-Videomixer,
PTZ-remotecontrols
& Recorder.
One or two operators*
(* Intercom suggested)

Seamless mix with
more added interes-
ting perspectives
from both sides

5 Cams

PTZ for ‘Wide shots’,
PTZ for ‘Side shots Left’
              (floor/low-level)
PTZ for ‘Side shots Right’
              (low/mid-level)
MOB for ‘CU’s’
PT for ‘Backshots’

SDI-Videomixer,
Scaler/premixer/PIP,
PTZ-remotecontrols,
PT-control
& Recorder.
One or two operators*
(* Intercom needed)

Seamless mix with
more added interes-
ting perspectives from
both sides and extra
backshots giving
more depth

6 Cams

PTZ for ‘Wide shots’,
PTZ for ‘Side-shots Left’
              (floor/low-level)
PTZ for ‘Side-shots Right’
              (low/mid-level)
MOB for ‘CU’s’
PT for ‘Backshots Left’
PT for ‘Backshots Right’

SDI-Videomixer,
Scaler/premixer/PIP,
PTZ-remotecontrols,
PT-control
& Recorder.
One to three operators*
(* Intercom needed)

Seamless mix with
more added  interes-
ting perspectives
from both sides and
dual backshots giving
more depth from
both sides
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